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Abstract
Today’s kernels pay a performance penalty for mitigations—
such as KPTI, retpoline, return stack stuffing, speculation
barriers—to protect against transient execution side-channel
attacks such as Meltdown [21] and Spectre [16].
To address this performance penalty, this paper articulates
the unmapped speculation contract, an observation that memory that isn’t mapped in a page table cannot be leaked through
transient execution. To demonstrate the value of this contract,
the paper presents WARD, a new kernel design that maintains
a separate kernel page table for every process. This page table
contains mappings for kernel memory that is safe to expose
to that process. Because a process doesn’t map data of other
processes, this design allows for many system calls to execute
without any mitigation overhead. When a process needs access to sensitive data, WARD switches to a kernel page table
that provides access to all of memory and executes with all
mitigations.
An evaluation of the WARD design implemented in the
sv6 research kernel [8] shows that LEBench [24] can execute
many system calls without mitigations. For some hardware
generations, this results in performance improvement ranging
from a few percent (huge page fault) to several factors
(getpid), compared to a standard design with mitigations.

1

Introduction

Over the last two years, transient execution has emerged
as a powerful new side-channel attack technique. Vulnerabilities have proliferated [5, 12], with examples now including Meltdown [21], Spectre [16], L1 Terminal Fault [4],
RIDL [29], Fallout [6], ZombieLoad [25], CrossTalk [23],
and SGAxe [28]. In contrast with conventional timing-based
side-channel attacks [17], where the victim must access its
data in a specific pattern in order to leak it, transient execution
attacks are more serious because they often allow an attacker
to precisely control which memory locations are leaked, including memory that might not be accessed on the committed
execution path. This is of particular concern to OS kernels,
which have access to all of physical memory, and therefore
could leak data from any process through transient execution
bugs. In a public cloud, where it is common for mutually distrustful tenants to share a single machine [30, 35], the threat
of transient execution is especially concerning.
A key challenge in addressing transient execution attacks
lies in minimizing the performance overheads. CPU and OS
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designers have implemented a range of mitigations to defeat
transient execution attacks, including state flushing, selectively
preventing speculative execution, and removing observation
channels [5]. These mitigations impose performance overheads (see §2): some of the mitigations must be applied at
each privilege mode transition (e.g., system call entry and exit),
and some must be applied to all running code (e.g., retpolines
for all indirect jumps). In some cases, they are so expensive
that OS vendors have decided to leave them disabled by default [2, 22]. Recent processor designs have also incorporated
mitigations into hardware, which also reduces performance
compared to earlier processor designs that do not perform such
hardware mitigations.
To address the above challenge, this paper proposes a new
hardware/software contract, called the unmapped speculation
contract, or USC for short. USC allows the OS kernel to
significantly reduce the overhead of mitigating a particular
subset of transient execution attacks—namely, those that leak
arbitrary memory contents. The USC says that physical memory that is unmapped (i.e., physical memory that has no virtual
address) cannot be accessed speculatively. The benefit of USC
is two-fold. From the OS designer perspective, it provides
bounds on what data can be leaked through transient execution, and, as we show in the rest of this paper, can significantly
reduce the cost of mitigations. From the hardware designer
perspective, USC allows the CPU to keep many of the current speculative execution optimizations and their associated
performance benefits. Most processor architectures already
adhere to USC; AMD states that “AMD processors are designed to not speculate into memory that is not valid in the
current virtual address memory range defined by the software
defined page tables” [1, pg. 2], and Intel issued hardware and
microcode fixes for bugs that violate USC [14, 15].
To demonstrate the benefits of the unmapped speculation
contract, this paper presents WARD, a novel kernel architecture that uses selective kernel memory mapping to avoid the
costs of transient execution mitigations. WARD maintains separate kernel memory mappings for each process, and ensures
that the memory mapped in the kernel of a process does not
contain any data that must be kept secret from that process. As
a result, privilege mode switches (e.g., system call entry and
exit) no longer need to employ expensive mitigations, since
there are no secrets that could be leaked by transient execution.
When the WARD kernel must perform operations that require
access to unmapped parts of kernel memory, such as opening
a shared file or context-switching between processes, it explic-
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itly changes kernel memory mappings, and invokes the same
mitigation techniques used by the Linux kernel today.
A key challenge in the WARD design lies in re-architecting
the kernel and its data structures to allow for per-process
views of the kernel address space. For example, a typical
proc structure in the kernel contains sensitive fields, such as
the saved registers of that process, which should not be leaked
to other processes. At the same time, every process must
be able to invoke the scheduler, which in turn may need to
traverse the list of proc structures on the run queue. This paper
presents several techniques to partition the kernel: transparent
switching of kernel address spaces when accessing sensitive
pages through page faults; using temporary mappings to access
unmapped physical pages; splitting data structures into public
and private parts; etc.
To evaluate the WARD design, we applied it to the sv6 research kernel [8] running on x86 processors. The sv6 kernel is
a monolithic OS kernel written in C/C++, providing a POSIX
interface similar to (but far less sophisticated than) Linux. The
simplicity of sv6 allowed us to quickly experiment with and
iterate on WARD’s design, since some aspects of WARD’s
design require global changes to the entire kernel. Since sv6
is a monolithic kernel, our prototype was able to tackle hard
problems brought up by kernel services such as a file system
and a POSIX virtual memory system.
We evaluate the performance of our WARD prototype using
LEBench [24], which represents the most important system
calls for a range of application workloads: Spark, Redis, PostgreSQL, Chromium, and building the Linux kernel. LEBench
allows us to precisely measure the impact of mitigations on
system calls that matter for applications. The most recent Intel
CPUs (such as Cascade Lake) include hardware mitigations
that cannot be fully disabled; however, some of these mitigations are not needed in WARD. To avoid the performance
overhead of such unnecessary mitigations, we run experiments
on the previous generation of Intel CPUs (Skylake).
WARD can run the LEBench microbenchmarks with small
performance overheads compared to a kernel without mitigations. For 18 out of the 30 LEBench microbenchmarks,
WARD’s performance is within 5% of the benchmark’s performance without any mitigations (but at the cost of some extra
memory overhead). In the worst case, the overhead is 4.3×
(context switching between processes, where mitigations are
unavoidable). In contrast, standard mitigations incur a median
overhead of 19%, and a worst case of nearly 7×. To confirm
that LEBench results translate into application performance
improvements, we measured the performance of git status,
which incurs 11.2% overhead in WARD, compared to 24.6%
with standard mitigations.
One of the limitations of USC is that it does not cover
all possible transient execution attacks. In particular, attacks
where the sensitive information is already present in the architectural or microarchitectural state of the CPU are not covered
by USC. For instance, the Spectre v3a attack can leak the sen-
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sitive contents of a system register (MSR), instead of leaking
sensitive data from memory. USC does not cover sensitive
data that is stored outside of memory, and WARD applies other
mitigations (e.g., as in Linux) to address those attacks.

2

Motivation

Transient execution mitigations harm kernel performance in
two ways. First, they place overhead on code execution by
disabling speculation. For example, the Linux Kernel uses a
retpoline patch to mitigate Spectre V2, which replaces each
indirect branch with a sequence of instructions that prevent the
CPU from performing branch target speculation [13]. Second,
these mitigations increase the privilege mode switching cost
incurred during each system call: upon entry into the kernel,
they either flush microarchitectural state or reconfigure protection mechanisms. For example, KPTI [11, 20] switches
to a separate page table before executing kernel code to prevent Meltdown attacks [21]. Workloads that are system call
intensive (e.g., web servers, version control systems, etc.) are
impacted by this type of overhead, while non-kernel intensive
workloads see little performance impact [11].
Collectively, these and other mitigations can result in large
slowdowns. To better understand this problem, we run
LEBench [24], a microbenchmark suite of system calls that
impact application performance the most. We evaluate the
Linux kernel (version 5.6.13), comparing two configurations:
one where all mitigations are disabled and one where all are
enabled. Figure 1 shows the relative slowdown between the
two configurations for 13 kernel operations of LEBench that
don’t involve networking (i.e., without send, recv, epoll).
There are two sets of bars, representing two generations of
Intel CPUs: the older Skylake, and the newer Cascade Lake.
On the older Skylake CPUs, system calls that perform the
least kernel work are impacted the most (e.g., getpid()), but
a wide range of operations are impacted significantly (25%100% slowdowns). These observations are similar to those
made by Ren et. al.; they find that KPTI and Spectre V2 mitigations are the root cause of slowdowns in the Linux Kernel
over the last two years [24].
The newer Cascade Lake CPUs exhibit lower relative overheads, partly because the processors include hardware mitigations for some of the transient execution vulnerabilities.
However, these lower overheads are also in part due to the
newer Cascade Lake CPUs being slower in the baseline case
when software-controllable mitigations are disabled. Figure 2
shows the performance of the microbenchmark on Cascade
Lake (Intel Xeon Silver 4210R) relative to the earlier Skylake
CPU (Intel Xeon E5-2640 v4). Our experiment uses CPUs
with identical clocks (2.4 GHz), and nearly identical other
hardware (Dell PowerEdge T430 vs. T440), which allows the
comparison to be meaningful. The results demonstrate that,
although the new CPU is faster at some microbenchmarks, it is
slower for many others: e.g., context-switching is about 20%
slower. Although it is impossible for us to separate slowdowns
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Figure 1: Linux slowdown due to mitigations on LEBench, for two generations of Intel CPUs: Skylake and Cascade Lake.
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Figure 2: Performance regression on the newer Cascade Lake CPU, compared to the older Skylake CPU, for LEBench on Linux, with all software-controllable
mitigations disabled.

due to mitigations from speedups due to architectural improvements, the results suggest that the overheads of mitigations
implemented in hardware (e.g., for Meltdown, L1TF, or MDS)
could still be significant. 1

3

Goal and threat model

WARD’s goal is to reduce the performance cost of mitigations
for transient execution attacks. In principle, WARD’s techniques can reduce not only the cost of software mitigations,
but also allow processor designers to avoid costly mitigations
in hardware. Practically, however, it is difficult for us to
disable hardware mitigations in the newest processors. Therefore, this paper focuses on reducing the overhead of software
mitigations, and experimentally measures their effect on the
1 One indication that this regression may be related to hardware mitigations

is that measured branch mispredictions are around 40% higher on LEBench.
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previous generation of CPUs, where we can avoid mitigations
altogether. We hope that WARD’s design can allow processor
designers to regain some of the absolute performance lost due
to hardware mitigation costs.
Our threat model targets scenarios where the adversary and
the victim are both running code on the same computer. This
might arise either in a server setting, where both are running
on a cloud computing platform, or in a client device, where
the adversary code is a malicious application or web site.
Canella et al. [5] discuss transient execution attacks in detail, but the salient points of the attack boil down to four steps.
First, the processor speculatively executes some code, which
accesses sensitive data that the victim wants to keep secret.
Second, during the speculative execution, the processor updates microarchitectural state in a way that depends on the
sensitive data (e.g., bringing in cache lines into a shared L3
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cache whose addresses depend on the sensitive data). Third,
the processor aborts the speculative execution, but does not
fully roll back all of its side effects (e.g., changes to the L3
cache), because doing so would be prohibitively expensive in
hardware. Fourth, the adversary observes these side effects
(e.g., using timing measurements), which allows the adversary
to infer the sensitive data.
What makes transient execution attacks challenging to mitigate in an OS kernel is a combination of two factors. The first
is that an adversary can trigger an OS kernel to speculatively
execute code that leads to leakage of sensitive data. Even
though the adversary cannot inject their own code to execute
in the kernel, the adversary can often have significant influence on what existing kernel code gets executed in speculative
execution, by specifying particular system call arguments or
setting up micro-architectural CPU state such as the branch
predictor. The second factor is that an OS kernel has access to
all of the state on the computer. This means that an adversary
running in one process can trick the kernel into leaking state
from any other process on the same computer.
Current OS kernel designs, such as Linux, have two approaches for mitigating transient execution attacks. The first
approach is to make sure that the CPU does not speculatively
execute any code that could end up accessing sensitive data.
This approach includes techniques such as retpolines and other
speculation barriers. The second approach is to make sure that
sensitive data is flushed from microarchitectural state, such as
flushing CPU caches and buffers when returning from a system call or when context-switching between processes. Both
incur significant performance overheads.
Transient execution attacks can leak data across many protection domain boundaries, such as leaking secrets from the
kernel to an adversary’s process, or leaking secrets from one
process to a different process, or even leaking secrets within a
single process that implements its own internal protection domains. Much like in the Linux kernel, the focus of WARD is on
preventing leakage between processes, as well as preventing
leakage from the kernel to a process. WARD’s approach to preventing cross-process leakage is the same as Linux (flushing
state), but WARD has a novel approach for efficiently preventing kernel-to-process leakage of memory contents, as we
describe in the next section.
Although WARD addresses all known transient execution
attacks, the focus of this paper is on attacks that allow the
adversary to leak the contents of arbitrary memory, which is
especially important in an OS kernel. WARD handles other
transient execution attacks, such as leaking the contents of
sensitive data already present in the CPU (e.g., x86 MSRs), in
the same way as Linux does.
Attacks that do not leverage transient execution to leak data
are also out of scope for this paper, since they are orthogonal to
the key challenge of transient execution leakage. In particular,
we do not consider attacks that leverage physical side channels
(such as Rowhammer or RAMbleed), cache side channels
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(such as cache timing attacks), power side channels, etc.

4

Approach: Unmapped speculation contract

WARD’s design for mitigating transient execution attacks relies
on page tables. Specifically, if a page of physical memory is
not referenced by any entry in the current page table or TLB,
speculative execution cannot access any sensitive data stored
in that page, because the page doesn’t have a virtual address
to access it by.
A contribution of this paper lies in articulating a hardware/software contract—which we call the unmapped speculation contract—that captures the above intuition. The contract
aims to provide a strong foundation for keeping data confidential, which is typically stated as non-interference. Noninterference can be thought of by considering two system
states, s and s′ , that differ only in sensitive data, which should
not be observable by an adversary. A system ensures noninterference if an adversary cannot observe any differences in
how the system executes starting from either s or s′ .
Single-core USC. To formally state the unmapped speculation contract, we start with a single-core definition. We use
A(·) to refer to the state of the CPU, including all architectural
and micro-architectural state, but excluding the contents of
memory, and we use M(·) to refer to the contents of mapped
memory, i.e., the contents of every valid virtual address based
on the committed page table in that state. We define the contract by considering a single clock cycle of the processor’s
execution, step(·), which includes any speculative execution
done by the processor on that cycle, and require that unmapped
pages cannot influence it:
∀s, s′ ,
if A(s) = A(s′ ) and M(s) = M(s′ ),
then with S := step(s) and S′ := step(s′ ),
it must be that A(S) = A(S′ )

In plain English, the definition considers a pair of starting
states s and s′ that should look the same, as far as speculative
execution is concerned, because they have the same CPU state
and the same contents of mapped pages. They might, however,
differ in the contents of some unmapped physical pages, which
contain sensitive data that we would like to avoid leaking. The
definition then considers the state of the CPU at the next
clock cycle (S := step(s) and S′ := step(s′ ) respectively), and
requires that the CPU architectural and micro-architectural
state A(·), which the adversary might observe, continues to be
the same in those two states. As a result, the microarchitectural
state could not have been influenced by any sensitive data not
present in M(s).
If the OS kernel does not change the mapped memory in
that clock cycle, M(·) remains the same, and the contract will
continue to hold on the next cycle too. However, if the OS
kernel changes the mapped memory, the contract allows speculative execution from that point on to use the newly mapped
memory, and the kernel will need to use other mitigations
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to defend against transient execution leaks from the newly
mapped memory, if necessary.
The contract specifies how the micro-architectural state,
A(·), can evolve, but does not say anything about how M(·)
can change. This is because the focus of the contract is on
transient execution, which cannot affect the committed architectural state of the system; the contents of memory is
described by the ISA, since it is architectural state. In other
words, changing the memory requires committing the execution of some instruction, at which point this is no longer a
transient execution.
Multi-core USC. In a multi-core setting, the CPU state can
be thought of as consisting of per-core state (e.g., registers,
execution pipeline, and root page table pointer), which we
denote with Ai (·) for core i, and the uncore state (e.g., the
hardware random number generator [23]), which we denote
with U(·), shared by all cores. Similarly, since each core has
its own page table, we index the mapped memory by the core
i whose page tables we are considering, Mi (·). Finally, we
consider the multi-core system executing a clock cycle on
one core at a time, stepi (·). We assume that stepi (·) does not
change A j (·) for any i ̸= j. With this notation, the multi-core
contract says:
∀s, s′ , i,
if Ai (s) = Ai (s′ );U(s) = U(s′ ); and Mi (s) = Mi (s′ ),
then with S := stepi (s) and S′ := stepi (s′ ),
it must be that Ai (S) = Ai (S′ ) and U(S) = U(S′ )

This means that speculative execution on core i is allowed to
depend on the state of core i, the uncore state, and the memory
mapped by core i. This multi-core formulation allows transient
execution to affect both the core state Ai (·) as well as the
uncore state U(·), at the micro-architectural level. However,
transient execution cannot affect either of these states in a way
that depends on unmapped memory.
Although hardware threads appear to provide separate execution contexts, with a separate page table for each hardware
thread, they have extensive sharing of core resources. To capture that, we consider Ai (·) to include the state of all hardware
threads on core i, stepi (·) to include the execution of any hardware thread on core i, and Mi (·) to be the union of memory
mapped by all of the hardware threads on core i (i.e., the union
of the page tables of the threads). With this model, the contract
allows leakage of mapped memory across hardware threads.
Benefits of the USC. The contract helps reconcile security
and performance of speculative execution. On the one hand,
hardware can keep the high performance provided by out-oforder execution, because the contract allows almost all forms
of speculative execution, as long as data during speculative execution is accessed through non-speculative TLB entries. On
the other hand, software can precisely specify what data can
and cannot be used for speculative execution, by configuring
page tables. For example, if the mapped pages never contain sensitive data, then no mitigations are needed to defend
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against transient execution vulnerabilities. Finally, because
OS developers expect page faults and TLB misses to be quite
expensive (compared to memory references), USC doesn’t
change their performance expectations: developers already
have adapted their designs to avoid excessive page faults or
TLB invalidations.
Although the contract is aspirational, one appealing property
of the contract is that modern computer architectures already
effectively aim to provide such a guarantee. AMD explicitly
states in bold font that their “processors are designed to not
speculate into memory that is not valid in the current virtual
address memory range defined by the software defined page
tables” [1, pg. 2]. Intel has no explicit position about this
contract, but it appears that they treat violations of this contract
as bugs to be fixed in hardware or microcode, as evidenced by
their fixes for Meltdown and L1TF, described below.
USC and attacks. The contract captures a common pattern
that emerges in many transient execution attacks: an adversary
can only leak micro-architectural state that is already present
on the CPU, as well as the contents of mapped memory, but
not the contents of memory that is not present in a page table.
As one example, consider the MDS family of attacks [6, 25,
29]. These attacks allow an adversary to trick the kernel
into leaking the contents of mapped memory, through careful
orchestration of transient execution. Linux prevents this class
of attacks by clearing CPU buffers when crossing the userkernel boundary. This is needed because, when executing
in kernel mode, all system memory is mapped and therefore
could be leaked through transient execution. The contract,
however, captures the fact that only mapped memory is at risk
with this attack. This allows for a more efficient mitigation of
such attacks, as we demonstrate in WARD, by avoiding kernel
mappings of sensitive memory.
In contrast to the example of MDS attacks, which leak
sensitive data from memory, the USC does not help mitigate
attacks that leak sensitive data already present in the CPU
state. For instance, the Spectre variant that leaks the contents
of x86 MSRs (Spectre 3a) is not precluded by the contract,
since the sensitive data being leaked is not present in memory
at all. As a result, an OS kernel must apply other mitigations
to deal with such attacks.
More generally, the contract helps categorize existing attacks based on which part of the system state they leak, as
shown in Figure 3. For attacks that leak core or uncore state,
the contract has little to say in terms of how those attacks can
be mitigated, as shown in the “Mitigated by USC” column. As
a result, WARD defends against these attacks much in the same
way as Linux. In contrast, for attacks that leak the contents
of memory, the contract gives a more efficient mitigation approach: simply avoid mapping memory that contains sensitive
data. This allows WARD to efficiently mitigate attacks such as
some variants of Spectre and MDS.
As shown in the “Consistent with USC” column, all of the
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K1
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Q2

Figure 3: Transient execution attacks categorized based on the state leaked
by the attack.

attacks in Figure 3 are consistent with the contract’s requirements on the underlying hardware. This is good in two ways.
First off, this means that none of the known attacks violate the
contract, and thus, the contract is a reasonable approach for
mitigating transient execution attacks. Second, this means that
USC can mitigate the class of attacks that it covers—namely,
attacks that leak memory contents.
There are two special cases: Meltdown and L1TF. When
originally discovered, these attacks bypassed the page table
protections and allowed an adversary to obtain the contents
of memory that was not mapped. In both of these cases, the
hardware manufacturer (Intel) considered them to be hardware bugs, as evidenced by the fact that both of them were
fixed through hardware and microcode revisions [14, 15], as
confirmed by Canella et al. [5].2

5

Design

Under the assumption of the unmapped speculation contract,
this section describes how WARD can reduce the cost of mitigations for system calls. §5.1 provides an overview of WARD’s
design with subsequent sections providing more detail about
WARD’s switch between protection domains (§5.2), about the
mitigations used by WARD when mitigations are necessary
(§5.3), WARD’s kernel text (§5.4), WARD’s memory management modifications (§5.5), WARD’s process management split
(§5.6), and WARD’s file system split (§5.7).

5.1

Overview

WARD’s design maintains two page tables per process. One
page table defines a process-specific view of kernel memory.
When a process is running with that page table, we say it is
running in its quasi-visible domain (or Q domain for short),
and with its Q page table. Following the unmapped speculation
contract, WARD assumes any kernel memory mapped by the
2 Canella et al. state that some variants of the Meltdown attack, such as
Meltdown-BR, are still possible even with the most recent microcode. Those
variants, however, are bypassing software checks, rather than the hardware
page table, and therefore do not violate the unmapped speculation contract.
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Text

Figure 4: Overview of WARD’s address space layout with two processes
(indicated by the colors green and purple). Each process has a Q and K
domain. Q domains have access to public data (the grey color) and perprocess kernel data; the white private region is unmapped kernel data. Each
domain also has its own stack and kernel text. In the Q domain, the kernel
text has no mitigations. The K domains map all memory, including sensitive
memory (indicated by red); all K domains have the same memory layout.
Data structures that are shared across processes, such as pipes or file pages,
can be mapped in multiple Q domains, as indicated by the yellow color.

Q page table can be leaked to the currently running process.
Instead of using mitigations to prevent leaks of kernel memory,
WARD arranges for the mappings in the Q page table to be
such that they contain no sensitive data of other processes.
When the process needs to access data that is not mapped
in the Q page table, it can switch to its other page table, which
maps all physical memory, including memory that contains
sensitive data. When a process is running with this page table,
we say the process is executing in its K domain with its K
page table. In its K domain, the process runs with the same
mitigations as Linux currently uses.
This design allows many system calls to execute in the Q
domain, with no mitigation overhead. As a simple example,
getpid does not access any sensitive data; it needs access to
only the kernel text and its own process structure. A more interesting example is mapping anonymous memory: it requires
access to the process’s own page table and to the memory
allocator, but not other processes’ page tables or pages.
Figure 4 shows the address space layout in WARD in more
detail. Each process has a Q and K view of memory. When a
process is running in user space it runs in its Q domain (with
no secrets mapped in the Q page table). When a user process
makes a system call it enters the kernel but stays in its Q
domain. The Q domain maps public kernel memory, Q-visible
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kernel memory, the process’s Q domain stack, and the kernel
text without mitigations.
If a system call needs access to memory in the K domain,
WARD performs a switch from its Q domain to its K domain.
We refer to the switch from a Q domain to a K domain as a
world switch, because kernel code in a Q domain runs without
most mitigations and the kernel code in the K domain runs
with full mitigations. Furthermore, the process switches from
its Q domain stack to its K domain stack. The K domain, with
access to all kernel memory, can then execute the rest of the
system call with full mitigations.
Achieving good performance in WARD depends on avoiding
world switches. To reduce the number of world switches,
WARD maps kernel data structures that contain no sensitive
data into every Q domain. For example, all Q domains map
x86 configuration tables (IDT, GDT), some memory allocator
state, etc. On the other hand, kernel data structures that contain
application data, such as process memory or saved register
state, are not mapped into Q domains unless that process
should have access to that data.

5.2

World switch

One of the challenges in WARD’s design is that a system call
often does not know upfront whether it will need to execute
in the Q domain or in the K domain. For example, a read
system call might be able to execute purely in the Q domain,
or might need access to sensitive data from the K domain,
depending on the file descriptor that the process is reading
from, and depending on whether this Q domain already has
some sensitive data mapped or not. To support this, WARD’s
design allows a system call to start executing in the Q domain,
and switch to the K domain later as needed.
WARD allows the Q domain to trigger a world switch either
intentionally or transparently. If the code determines that
it must switch to the K domain, it can intentionally invoke
the function, kswitch(), to perform a world switch. When
kswitch() returns, the kernel thread is now executing in the
K domain, and has access to all memory. If the Q domain
needs access to specific sensitive data which might or might
not be already mapped, the Q domain can attempt to access
the virtual address of that data. If the data is already mapped
in the Q domain, the access will succeed, no world switch
happens, and the Q domain can continue executing. If the
data is not mapped, the Q domain triggers a page fault, which
transparently triggers a world switch. Once the page fault
returns, the kernel thread is now executing in the K domain,
as if it called kswitch(). Compared to making an intentional
call to kswitch(), the transparent approach incurs a slight
overhead for executing the page fault, but allows large sections
of the kernel to be kept completely unmodified, and allows
the Q domain to elide a world switch altogether if the data is
already mapped in the Q domain.
The above design requires that a kernel thread can start
executing in the Q domain and transparently switch to exe-
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Transient execution vulnerability
L1TF

U/Q

K

x

x

V1 (Bound Check Bypass)
V1.1 (Bounds Check Bypass Store)
V3 (Meltdown)
V4 (Speculative Store Bypass)

x
x
x
x

V2 (Branch Target Injection)
Microarchitectural Data Sampling
(Fallout, RIDL, Zombie Load, etc.)

x
x

LazyFPU
SpectreRSB
PortSmash
Load Value Injection
Meltdown-PK (protection key bypass)
Meltdown-BR (bounds check instr. bypass)
V1.2 (Read-only Protection Bypass)

Ctx

x
x
x
x

Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

Figure 5: The mitigations implemented in software by WARD.

cuting in the K domain. This means that any addresses that
the kernel thread is referencing, including pointers to data
structures, stack addresses, and function pointers, remain the
same. To achieve this, WARD ensures that the layout of the
Q domain and the K domain match. In particular, all data
structures in the Q domain must appear at the same address
in the K domain, and the kernel code (text) is located at the
same address (even though the code is slightly different, as
described in §5.4).
The stack requires particular care because a kernel thread
that is processing sensitive data in the K domain could inadvertently write that data to the stack. For example, a read()
system call from /dev/random needs to switch to the K domain to access the system-wide randomness pool. However,
the pseudo-random generator code might spill some of its state
to the stack, depending on the compiler’s choices. If the stack
is accessible from the Q domain, the sensitive data could in
turn be leaked during the next entry into the Q domain by any
thread within the same process. At the same time, if the K
domain stack was separate from the Q domain stack, pointers
to stack locations before a world switch would no longer work
after a world switch. To reconcile these constraints without
having to rely on any dedicated compiler support, WARD maps
a distinct kernel stack for each domain at the virtual address
range and copies the Q domain stack contents to the K domain
stack during a world switch.

5.3

Mitigations

Figure 5 shows the known transient execution attacks [5, 12],
organized by the mitigations needed to address those attacks
in WARD’s design. The columns (U/Q, K, and Ctx) indicate
where the mitigations are needed: respectively, while executing in user-mode or Q domain; while executing in the K
domain; and when context-switching between processes.
The L1TF attack allows leaking the contents of the L1 cache
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if there are partially-filled-in entries in the page table. We think
of this attack as a violation of the USC (see Figure 3), but a
simple microcode fix, as well as clearing unused page table
entries, makes the system agree with the USC, and avoids
the L1TF attack. Since L1TF allows leaking the contents of
any data, WARD applies the mitigations both in user-space, Q
domain, and K domain.
The next category of attacks requires no mitigations in either
user-space or Q domain. Specifically, Spectre variants that
bypass bounds checks require mitigation in the K domain,
since there is sensitive memory contents that could be leaked
as a result of a speculative check bypass. However, there is
no sensitive data that can be leaked in the Q domain, owing
to USC. Similarly, no mitigations are required on a context
switch, since these attacks can only leak data from the current
protection domain.
Meltdown also falls in this category, but for a different reason. Meltdown allows an adversary to bypass the user-kernel
boundary check in the page table. WARD’s use of a separate
page table for the Q and K domains ensures that Meltdown
cannot leak any confidential data, since no confidential data is
available in the Q domain. Recent microcode from Intel fixes
the Meltdown attack in a way that avoids the need for software
mitigations.
The next category of attacks require mitigation both in the
K domain and on context switch. Spectre v2 and MDS attacks
can allow an adversary to obtain sensitive data either from the
OS kernel or from another process. However, no mitigations
for these attacks are needed in the Q domain due to USC: there
is no sensitive data to leak in the Q domain of the currently
running process.
For some attacks, such as LazyFPU and SpectreRSB, mitigations are only required on context switch, because the attacks involve process-to-process leakage.
Finally, a number of attacks are not applicable to WARD’s
simpler design, in contrast to Linux. For example, WARD does
not support SGX, does not support running virtual machines,
and does not use certain hardware features (such as hardware
bounds-check instructions or protection keys).

tion addresses and stack layouts. WARD achieves this by
compiling the kernel only once, but then making two copies
of the code at runtime. One copy is mapped into all the K
domains, and the other into all the Q domains but at the same
virtual address as in the K domains. Switching between the
two is seamless.
At boot time, in a process inspired by Linux’s ALTERNA TIVE macro [9], WARD locates each call or jmp in the Q text
segment pointing to a retpoline thunk, and replaces them with
the instruction that retpoline emulates. One complication is
that indirect call instructions are only 2 or 3 bytes, compared to
the 5 that a direct call instruction takes. If we tried to pad with
a NOP instruction before or after, the pair would not execute
atomically, so instead we prepend indirect calls with several
repetitions of the CS-segment-override prefix, which is always
ignored in 64-bit mode.

5.5

Memory allocation in WARD is complicated by the fact that the
contents of free pages may contain sensitive data. In particular,
if a page was freed by one process, its contents must be erased
before the page can be mapped in another Q domain. Zeroing
out pages on every allocation would be costly, in particular
when allocating kernel data structures, which do not otherwise
require the memory to be zero-filled.
To avoid the overhead of repeatedly zeroing kernel pages,
WARD implements a sharded allocator for kernel memory.
Each Q domain has its own pool of pages for allocation, and
the K domain keeps all of the kernel memory that is not part of
any Q domain. WARD transfers memory between these shards
in batches to amortize the world switch overhead. Keeping
a pool of kernel memory in a Q domain allows the kernel to
repeatedly allocate and free memory within a Q domain with
little overhead.
The other category of memory managed specially by WARD
is public memory. WARD maintains a single pool of public
pages, with separate functions, palloc() and pfree(), for
allocating and freeing in that pool. All public-pool pages are
mapped in every Q domain.

5.6
5.4

Kernel text

Some of the mitigations involve changes to the executable
kernel code (text), such as the use of retpolines in place of
indirect jumps. These mitigations impose a performance cost,
but they are not needed when executing in the Q domain.
A naïve approach might be to compile the kernel code twice,
with different compiler flags for mitigations, and load the two
different kernel binaries in the Q and K domains respectively.
However, this would break WARD’s page fault triggered world
switches because after completing the switch, execution would
resume with the same instruction pointer and stack contents
from before the switch but neither would be meaningful in the
new text segment.
Instead we need the two version to have matching instruc-
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Memory management

Process management

When the WARD kernel switches from executing one process
to another, it must perform a world switch, to ensure that
confidential data does not leak across processes (such as the
saved CPU registers that the kernel might save on the stack).
However, if a multi-threaded application is running, there is
no security reason to perform a world switch when switching between multiple threads in the same process—all of the
threads have the same privileges and have access to the same
process address space.
To avoid mitigation overhead when switching between
threads in the same process, WARD splits the process descriptor, struct proc, into two parts. The first part stores
sensitive process state, such as the saved CPU registers, and is
not public. The second part stores metadata about the process,
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such as the PID, the run queue, the scheduler state, etc. This
part is public and is used by the scheduler when deciding what
thread to execute next. As a result, the scheduler can pick the
next thread without incurring a world switch. Furthermore,
if the next thread happens to be from the same process, the
context switch code can also avoid performing a world switch.
Existing scheduler policies that favor picking threads from the
same process mesh well with this approach.

5.7

File system

File system workloads involve access to several kernel data
structures, including the inode cache and the page cache (containing file data). Inodes are challenging for WARD to deal
with because they are smaller than a page, so it is not feasible
to map them individually into a Q domain. However, achieving good performance for file system operations requires being
able to access an inode without a world switch. To reconcile
this conflict, we chose to make all inode structures public in
WARD, similar to our approach for splitting the proc structure above. If the inode had sensitive data (such as extended
attributes), that part of the inode structure would need to be
split off into a separate private structure, along the lines of
how we split off the part of the proc structure storing saved
CPU registers.
File data pages are not public, because their contents might
be sensitive. WARD implements an optimization that allows
it to access file contents without a world switch. In particular, after WARD checks the permissions on a file, it reads or
writes the contents of a file page by temporarily mapping the
corresponding physical page of memory into its Q domain’s
address space. This allows the Q domain to access that specific memory page without the risk of leaking other pages; as
a result, no mitigations or world switches are needed. When
the Q domain is finished with the file read or write, it unmaps
the page and issues a TLB shootdown, in case the file is later
truncated and the page gets reused for other data.

5.8

Pipes

Pipes are different from many of the other kernel data structures discussed so far in that their contents shouldn’t be visible
globally, but their state can be associated with multiple processes at a time. WARD’s goal is to ensure that if a reader and
writer of a pipe run on different cores, then they don’t incur
world switches when they access the pipe. To achieve this,
we store a pipe’s data structures in shared memory regions
between Q domains. These shared regions are lazily mapped
into Q domains the first time a process accesses a pipe (doing
the mapping on fork would cause unnecessary overhead),
and unmapped when the last reference to the pipe within a Q
domain is closed.
When a pipe becomes full or empty, the caller blocks on a
condition variable. Subsequent reads or writes can observe
which processes are blocked and add them to the scheduler
run queue if appropriate. Neither of these operations requires
access to any secret data so no world switch is triggered until a
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new process is scheduled. Thus, if the core remains idle until
the blocking thread is added back to the run queue, the cost of
a world switch is avoided.

5.9

Discussion

WARD’s design assumes that there are no secrets in the Q
domain that need to be hidden from the user-level process. For
many secrets, they can be protected by placing them in the K
domain, such as the seed of a system-wide randomness generator. However, address-space layout randomization (ASLR) for
the kernel address space is difficult to protect in this fashion,
because kernel addresses must be used in the Q domain, and
the addresses must match up between the Q domain and the
K domain in order for world switches to work. (Note that
the initial seed that is used to randomize layout could be protected in the K domain, but the resulting randomized layout
cannot be protected.) As a result, kernel ASLR in WARD is
susceptible to leakage of addresses through transient execution
side-channels.
Our WARD prototype does not include an optimized inkernel network stack, but a reasonable approach might be to
treat all network data as public, leaving it up to the application
to encrypt any sensitive information sent over the network.
This meshes well with the recent trends in widespread use of
TLS for network security, and allows for network operations
to achieve high performance in WARD because no mitigations
or world switches are required, and all network processing can
stay in the Q domain.
Hyperthreading is a source of many possible transient execution leaks, because a significant amount of microarchitectural
state is shared between the execution contexts. However, many
Linux systems continue to run with hyperthreading enabled,
despite these risks, because of the high performance overhead they would incur if hyperthreading was entirely disabled.
WARD does the same.

6

Implementation

To demonstrate the feasibility of the WARD design, we implemented a prototype of WARD starting from the sv6 research
kernel. The kernel is monolithic, implementing traditional OS
services such as virtual memory, processes and threads, file
systems, fine-grained concurrency using RCU-like techniques,
etc. The sv6 kernel, is written in C/C++, runs on x86 processors (both AMD and Intel), and has decent uniprocessor
performance and great multicore performance and scalability [8].
Kernel changes. WARD’s design affects most core kernel
subsystems, including the memory allocator, virtual memory,
context switching and the scheduler, and the file system. The
simplicity of sv6 allowed for rapid experimentation with kernel
designs to enable WARD, which would have been challenging
to do in a more complex kernel like Linux, since it is timeconsuming to make changes to core subsystems in the Linux
kernel, which would have made design iterations far slower.
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Transient execution variant

Strategy

Support

V1 (Bound Check Bypass)
V1.1 (Bounds Check Bypass Store)
V1.2 (Read-only Protection Bypass)
V2 (Branch Target Injection)
—"—
—"—
—"—
V3 (Meltdown)
V3a (System Register Read)
V4 (Speculative Store Bypass)
LazyFPU
SpectreRSB
L1TF
—"—
PortSmash
Microarchitectural Data Sampling
(Fallout, RIDL, Zombie Load, etc.)
Load Value Injection
Meltdown-PK (protection key bypass)
Meltdown-BR (bounds check instr. bypass)

bounds clipping
lfence
lfence
retpoline
speculation barrier
return stack buffer filling
disable spec before BIOS calls
Kernel page table isolation (KPTI)
microcode
disable spec. or ctx. switch
hardware-assisted save/restore
return stack buffer filling
cache flush, no SMT
no invalid PTEs
no SMT
CPU buffer clearing
no SMT
lfence
address space isolation
lfence

partial
partial
n/a (no in-kernel software sandbox)
yes
yes
yes
n/a (no calls to BIOS in WARD)
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
n/a (no VM entry in WARD)
yes
no
yes
no
n/a (no SGX in WARD)
n/a (no protection keys)
n/a (no bounds check instructions)

Figure 6: Transient execution mitigations implemented in WARD.

To help partition the kernel data structures across Q domains, we developed Warden, a tool for tracking down the
cause of world switches. Warden instruments page faults from
the Q domain that lead to a world switch, and records a stack
trace for each of them. Examining the profile of these world
switches allows the kernel developer to quickly understand
what kernel data structures need to be partitioned or sharded to
reduce the number of world switches, as well as the operations
that need to be supported on these data structures within a Q
domain. Although Warden identifies the data structures that
are causing world switches, it is up to the kernel developer to
identify an appropriate plan for partitioning the data structure
so that no sensitive data can leak through side channels.
To run applications on top of the WARD prototype kernel,
we changed the WARD system call interface, including system
call numbers, data structure layout, etc, to match that of Linux.
This allows unmodified Linux ELF executables to run on top
of WARD, and ensures that WARD implements (a subset of)
the same system calls that are available on Linux.
We modified sv6 to use PCIDs to reduce the cost of switching page tables (see §5.2). To improve TLB shootdown performance, we modified sv6 to use Linux’s shootdown strategy.
This is important, for example, for removing temporary mappings in a read and write systems calls (see §5.7).
Mitigations. WARD implements side-channel mitigations for
known transient execution attacks [5, 12], as shown in Figure 6. WARD mostly copies the mitigation strategies and their
implementation from the Linux kernel [19]; the most interesting exception is that WARD does not apply some of these
mitigations to the Q domain, as described in Figure 5.
For Spectre V1, WARD, adds an lfence instruction when
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copying from user code, and when taking an interrupt, exception, and NMI entry. WARD uses bounds clipping in fewer
cases than Linux for two reasons: WARD has less code and
we haven’t performed a careful audit of the complete source
code. For Spectre V2, we compile WARD to use retpolines (by
specifying the “-mretpoline-external-thunk” flag to clang).
WARD also uses Linux’s FILL_RETURN_BUFFER macro to fill
the return stack buffer, and issues an indirect branch predictor
barrier IBPB instruction on a context switch. For Spectre V3,
WARD uses separate page tables (as described in §5.1) and
uses process-context identifiers (PCIDs) to avoid TLB flushes.
For Spectre V4, WARD issues an lfence on context switch.
(If WARD supported generating code at runtime, the JITs
would also have to be hardened.) For LazyFPU, WARD uses
the xsaveopt instruction to safe/restore floating point state.
For SpectreRSB, WARD fills the return stack buffer on context switch. For L1TF, WARD avoids invalid PTEs. Like
Linux, WARD doesn’t address PortSmash; the default for the
Linux kernel is to allow SMT, and WARD does too. For microarchitectural data sampling attacks, WARD issues the verw
instruction for clearing CPU buffers.
Some attacks aren’t applicable to WARD, because WARD
doesn’t support virtualization, secure enclaves, and hardware
transactional memory; does not call into the BIOS; and does
not implement in-kernel software sandboxes such as BPF.
Like Linux, WARD also zeroes unused CPU registers on
kernel entry, to reduce the avenues of attack available to an
adversary. To determine whether mitigations are necessary,
WARD maintains a special variable called secrets_mapped
whose value is 0 in the Q domain and 1 in the K domain;
this allows the rest of the kernel code to determine if it needs
to perform mitigations just by using if (secrets_mapped)
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... (as long as interrupts are disabled, to avoid races). To
help evaluate the performance impact of side-channel mitigations, WARD’s implementation allows switching individual
mitigations on and off at runtime, rather than at compile time
or boot time.
To improve performance, a few system calls invoke the
world switch intentionally to avoid the extra overhead of a
transparent world switch. For example, open, and fork always invoke world switch intentionally. The read and write
system calls invoke a world switch intentionally when they
are reading or writing large amounts of data, since the cost
of a world switch is less than the cost of shooting down the
temporary mappings for that many file pages. A page fault
on a Copy-On-Write (COW) page also intentionally invokes a
world switch.
Lines of code. The WARD prototype consists of about 34,000
lines of C++ code (for kernel/ and include/), compared
to 24,000 lines of C++ code for the sv6 kernel that WARD
was derived from. git diff –stat reports roughly 17,000
lines of insertions and 5,000 lines of deletions between sv6
and WARD. It is difficult to further break down WARD’s lines
of code, since many aspects of WARD’s design required small
changes throughout the kernel’s source code. For example,
splitting up the kernel memory allocator required the use of
C++ placement new in many parts of the kernel. Similarly,
implementing the Linux binary compatibility layer required
making changes to the implementation of many system calls.

7

Evaluation

To demonstrate the benefits of WARD’s design, this section
answers the following questions:
• Do WARD’s techniques reduce the overhead of mitigations
for system calls? (§7.2)
• How do mitigations affect the cost of a world switch?
(§7.3)
• What are the memory overhead associated with WARD’s
design? (§7.4)

7.1

Experimental methodology

To answer these questions, we consider three different configurations of WARD:
• Baseline: WARD with no mitigations against side channels.
• Linux-style: WARD with standard mitigations against side
channels, mirroring the approach taken by the Linux kernel.
This configuration does not use separate Q domains; all
system calls directly enter the K domain.
• USC-based: WARD with fast mitigations that take advantage of the split between the Q domain and the K domain,
leveraging the USC. The K domain implements the same
mitigations as in Linux-style.
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WARD’s design is aimed at reducing the overhead of mitigations associated with system calls. To zoom in on the
system call overhead, we evaluate WARD’s performance using
LEBench [24], a collection of system call workloads representative of a range of real applications. This allows us to
precisely report and explain the effect of WARD’s techniques
on individual system calls. We don’t report results for the
networking benchmarks in LEBench, because the WARD prototype doesn’t have a suitable in-kernel network stack.
All benchmarks were run on a Dell PowerEdge T430 with
two E5-2640 v4 CPUs and 64 GB of RAM.
One potential concern with the use of recent microcode is
that it makes the baseline slower, which in turn makes the
cost of mitigations appear lower than they really are. This
is similar to the significant effect we observed with newer
CPUs, as described in §2. However, with newer microcode,
we find that the performance of the baseline is not significantly
affected: it achieves similar performance even when we use
old microcode. The reason for this is that the recent microcode
updates add mitigations that can be specifically enabled (e.g.,
through the SPEC_CTRL MSR), but almost nothing is enabled
by default. The Linux and Ward baseline experiments do not
enable these mitigations, and thus the performance effect is
minimal.
For the Linux measurements of LEBench, we use the 5.4.0
kernel on Ubuntu 20.04.

7.2

WARD’s USC-based fast mitigations

LEBench. Figure 7 shows the benefit of WARD’s fast mitigations on LEBench. The figure compares WARD with USCbased and Linux-style mitigations, relative to the baseline with
no mitigations. As shown, WARD with fast USC-based mitigations is often able to match the unmitigated baseline. The
reason is that many of the microbenchmarks can execute with
no or very few world switches, as shown in Figure 8.
Many microbenchmarks (getpid through huge
pagefault in Figure 8) have nearly 0 transparent and
intentional world switches. They execute completely in the Q
domain. The reason that some have near 0 world switches,
but not exactly 0, is that during the measurement they were
interrupted by a timer interrupt, which requires a world switch
to the K domain to run the scheduler (the remainder of the
syscall is then executed in the K domain too).
Another cause for fractional numbers of transparent world
barriers is that some operations might have a slow path that
requires secrets but only gets triggered infrequently (i.e. because a memory allocator pool ran empty). A strength of the
WARD approach is that these sorts of cases don’t have to be
manually annotated and in fact it is harmless to completely
ignore them provided they are executed infrequently enough.
There are several microbenchmarks (e.g., the bigger read
and write ones) that perform one intentional world switch
per system call. These system calls immediately enter the K
domain and thus perform identical to WARD with full mitiga-
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5
Linux-style Mitigations
USC-based Mitigations

Relative runtime

4
3
2
1

getpid
context switch
fork
fork-child
thr create
thr create-child
big fork
big fork-child
huge fork
huge fork-child
small write
small read
small mmap
small munmap
small page fault
mid read
mid write
mid mmap
mid munmap
mid page fault
big read
big write
big mmap
big munmap
big page fault
huge read
huge write
huge mmap
huge munmap
huge page fault

0

Figure 7: Performance of WARD with fast USC-based mitigations and with Linux-style mitigations, normalized against the baseline performance of WARD
without any mitigations.

tions, and have the same overhead. These system calls also
perform much work in the kernel and the overhead of the 1
world switch is amortized by that work.
The thr create and thr create-child do multiple
syscalls per iteration, but average one world barrier per iteration. Specifically, the thr create microbenchmark makes
three systems calls: one clone that requires a world switch
and a call to each of sigprocmask and set_robust_list
which don’t. The thr create-child microbenchmark includes an additional call to (sigprocmask) from the child
process, for which WARD can also avoid the world switch.
The fork and fork-child benchmarks each do a single
syscall with an intentional world barrier that takes the vast
majority of execution time, but also raise a handful of page
faults to populate page table entries (which need secrets if they
are copy-on-write related or if the kernel runs out of zeroed
memory pages and has to prepare more).
An interesting case is the context switch microbenchmark. This microbenchmark measures context switching by
writing and reading a byte over a pipe between two processed
pinned to the same core. The write calls avoids a world
switch because the scheduler can wake other processes while
in the Q domain, but the read call causes a context switch
and (since the two processes are mutually distrusting) thus
requires a world switch.
When we modify the microbenchmark to pin the two processes to different cores we observe that it runs without world
switches and that the overhead is about 25 times lower than
Linux-style mitigations.
Application: git. To confirm that the improved performance
of WARD’s fast mitigations seen in LEBench translates into
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# sys calls
getpid
small write
small read
small mmap
small munmap
small page fault
mid mmap
mid munmap
mid page fault
big mmap
big page fault
huge mmap
huge page fault
context switch
thr create
thr create-child
mid read
mid write
big read
big write
big munmap
huge read
huge write
huge munmap
fork
big fork
huge fork
huge fork-child
big fork-child
fork-child

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
17
17
17

World switches
T
I
Sum
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1.001
0
0
0
0
0.006
0.012

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
2
2
2
7
7.02
7.065

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.001
2
2
2
7
7.026
7.077

Figure 8: The microbenchmarks, sorted by the sum of the number of transparent (T) and intentional (I) world switches per iteration, along with the number
of system calls invoked (including page faults).
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Configuration

Transparent

Intentional

Component

Overhead

Explanation

2457 cycles
2453 cycles
3337 cycles
3363 cycles
3406 cycles

1082 cycles
1075 cycles
1980 cycles
1992 cycles
2014 cycles

Kernel text

2 MB

Public kernel data
Process structure
Thread structure

< 4 KB
4 KB / process
~6 KB / thread

Q domain stack

32 KB / thread

Page tables

varies

Inodes
Scheduler state

–
–

Separate text segments for
Q and K domains
Padding to a page boundary
Allocated on its own page
Split between a Q domain
page and a K domain page
Smaller stacks possible by
avoiding deep recursion
Q domain mappings require
additional PTEs
Many public allocations
packed into a single page

None
SpectreV2
MDS
MDS+SpectreV2
MDS+SpectreV2+Q_retpoline

Figure 9: The costs of transparent and intentional world switches for different
configurations.

application-level performance improvements, we evaluated
the performance of git. For this benchmark, we ran git
status in a 100 MB repository that we cloned from GitHub;
all of the file system state was cached in memory. The average
runtime for Linux-style mitigations took 24.6% longer than the
unmitigated baseline, and USC-style mitigations took 11.2%
longer than the unmitigated baseline. Much of the speedup
is due to the fact that git status invokes frequent lstat
system calls, which can execute in the Q domain. The remaining overhead is due to system calls like openat that require a
world barrier for accessing potentially sensitive file contents.

7.3

World switch

§7.2 shows that the mitigation overhead is dominated by the
cost of a world switch. This section breaks down this cost.
An intentional world switch via kswitch() takes around
644 cycles on a shallow stack, plus 50 cycles or so for every
KB of stack used (the cost of a memcpy). A transparent world
switch using a page fault adds 1372 cycles.
Figure 9 measures the cost of a null system call that invokes an intentional or a transparent world switch, and returns. It shows the cost for different configurations: no mitigations, MDS mitigations, SpectreV2 mitigations, and with
retpoline in Q domain. The configuration with Q_retpolines
runs with retpolines in both the Q and K domains. It shows the
benefit of WARD patching them out at runtime: the retpoline
that disables branch prediction for indirect jumps through the
system call table costs 22 cycles.

7.4

WARD memory overhead

Because the memory protection mechanisms that WARD uses
to expose non-secret data to Q domains operates on a 4KB or
2MB granularity, WARD’s approach incurs some additional
memory overhead. Figure 10 lists some of these cases. In
general we face a trade-off when filling small dynamic memory allocations for Q domain state: either we use an entire
page each time, or we tolerate higher memory fragmentation
because all chucks of memory on a page must be only used by
the same Q domain.

7.5

Security

To validate that WARD’s mitigations work, we implemented a
demonstration program that attempts to execute a Spectre
V2 attack against the WARD kernel. While running with
applicable mitigations disabled (i.e. each Q and K domain
retpoline replaced with a normal indirect jump) the attack
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Figure 10: Memory overhead of different WARD components.

succeeds in exfiltrating secret kernel data. However, when
our Spectre V2 mitigations are re-enabled (by re-enabling
retpolines in the K domain) the attack is thwarted. It is of
course impossible to be certain that all variations on the attack
would be blocked, but this test provides some confidence
both that the unmitigated baseline is vulnerable to transient
execution attacks, and that WARD is able to prevent them.

8

Discussion

Future vulnerabilities. It is likely that there are further transient execution attacks either under embargo or yet to be discovered. Based on trends in the existing attacks, we believe
that WARD should be well positioned to address them: so far,
mitigations developed for Linux have been suitable to directly
copy into WARD. Since many need to run only at K domain
entry/exit instead of every user-kernel boundary crossing, the
same defenses in WARD might be cheaper to apply than they
would be for Linux.
Linux. We are optimistic that Ward’s techniques could also
benefit monolithic production kernels for two reasons. First,
WARD and Linux are in the same ballpark in terms of system
call performance on LEBench. Out of the 30 microbenchmarks, WARD is faster than Linux on 18 of them, and slower
on 12. Second, as shown in Figure 1 (§2) Linux incurs a significant overhead for mitigations on LEBench and that overhead
is in line with the overhead that WARD’s Linux-style mitigations incur on LEBench (see Figure 7). Some systems calls
experience more overhead in WARD, because they implement
less functionality (e.g., getpid), but the corresponding calls
in Linux also incur significant overhead. Some systems calls
in WARD have less overhead than Linux, because they are not
as efficient; for example, big and huge mmap in WARD requires
an update of its radix-tree VM data structures [7], while Linux
just inserts the new region into a list. Linux may see a bigger
pay for those system calls with WARD’s design than WARD.
A question is how much effort is required to incorporate
WARD’s techniques into a production kernel such as Linux.
Our preliminary efforts have proven encouraging: we found
that we could leverage existing infrastructure for KPTI to
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maintain Q domain and K domain page tables. We implemented a switch_world function in Linux, which switches
to the K domain and copies the Q stack to the K stack. We
modified the Linux page-fault handler to call this function
when it encounters a page fault while running with the Q page
table. This allows the Linux kernel to run as normally with a
transparent world switch on each system call. We refactored
the struct task_struct into a Q-private and secret part,
allowing the gettid system call to run completely in the Q
domain. This gives us some indication that the basic approach
of WARD could be made to work in Linux, although an open
question is how to best re-design the data structures in the
Linux kernel to fit WARD’s design.

9

Related work

This paper is motivated by the papers that show how secret
kernel data can be leaked through micro-architectural state
(e.g., [4, 6, 16, 21, 25, 29]). In particular, two survey papers
were helpful by categorizing the known attacks [5, 12].
This paper relies heavily on the mitigation work in the
Linux community [19]. WARD adopts Linux’s techniques
and their optimized implementation in the K domain. WARD
uses, for example, Linux’s nospec macro for bounds clipping, FILL_RETURN_BUFFER to fill the return buffer, and retpoline. WARD’s hotpatching of its kernel text to remove retpolines in the Q domain was inspired by Linux’s ALTERNATIVE
macro [9].
In addition to the software/microcode approach currently
used by Linux and other production operating systems, there
are several proposed hardware-only defenses that delay the
use of speculative data until it is safe [3, 31, 34]. While these
defenses are more comprehensive, they have higher overheads
that impact performance whenever speculation occurs. By
contrast, the USC constrains speculation in a more targeted
way based on memory mappings. ConTExT also proposes
constraining speculation based on memory mappings, but introduces a new PTE bit to explicitly mark pages that contain secret data [26]. WARD instead keeps secrets in separate address
spaces, and allows speculation after employing its defenses to
switch to the K domain. Finally, SpecCFI proposes to enforce
control-flow integrity during speculative execution [18]. This
idea strengthens Spectre defenses, and is complementary to
WARD.
The Q page table is inspired by the shadow page table
in KAISER [11] and KPTI [20]. In Linux, when a process
executes in user space, the process runs with a shadow page
table, which maps only minimal parts of kernel memory: the
kernel memory to enter/exit the kernel on a system call. As
soon as the process enters the kernel, it switches to the kernel
page table that maps all of physical memory. WARD, however,
executes complete system calls while running under the Q
page table; this requires a significant redesign of the OS kernel,
which is a major focus of this paper.
The use of virtual-memory to partition the kernel address
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space has a long history in operating systems research. One
example is Nooks [27], which runs device drivers in separate
protection domains with their own page table in kernel space to
provide fault isolation between drivers and the kernel. Another
example is the use of Mondrian Memory Protection [32] to
isolate Linux kernel modules in different protection domains
within the kernel address space [33]. The most recent example
is Mike Rapoport’s work on kernel address space isolation [10]
in Linux. These designs use similar techniques to introduce
isolation domains within the kernel, but focus on traditional
attacks (e.g., code execution through a buffer overflow) as
opposed to transient execution.

10

Conclusion

This paper articulates the unmapped speculation contract
(USC) for a division of labor between hardware and software. This contract allows hardware to speculate on many
values (but not the values of page table entries) and provides
software with a mechanism to prevent leaking secrets through
micro-architectural state. The WARD design shows how USC
can be used to reduce the performance costs of mitigations
on system calls using per-process Q domains and global K
domains. WARD transparently switches from Q- to K-domain
through page faults, uses temporary mappings to access unmapped physical pages, and splits data structures into public
and private parts. An evaluation shows that WARD can run
the microbenchmarks of LEBench with small performance
overhead compared to a kernel without mitigations: for 18 out
of 30 LEBench microbenchmarks, WARD’s performance is
within 5% of the performance without mitigations . Although
WARD is research kernel, we are hopeful that its ideas can
carry over to production monolithic kernels.
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